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NOTES OF JUDGE I D R CAMERON ON SENTENCING 

 

[1] Nicholas Tutty appears for sentence having pleaded guilty to the following 

charges, three of offering to sell cannabis; one of offering to supply cannabis oil; 

one of possession of cannabis for the purpose of sale; one of possession of cannabis 

resin; one of possession of utensils for the purpose of consuming cannabis; three of 

offering to supply methamphetamine; one of offering to supply LSD; one of 

possession of utensils for consuming methamphetamine; and one of possession of 

explosives except for a lawful, proper or sufficient purpose. 

[2] The brief facts are that this defendant has been extensively dealing in 

methamphetamine and cannabis and to a more limited extent cannabis oil and LSD.  

This offending occurred over the period 9 July 2014 through to 30 March 2015 

during which time the defendant offered to sell 69.25 grams of methamphetamine 

with a street value of some $69,250; 508 grams of cannabis with a street value of 



 

 

$10,160; nine capsules of cannabis oil with a street value of some $760; and 

three tablets of LSD with a street value of $120. 

[3] Accordingly, the drugs he offered for sale on multiple occasions exceeded 

$80,000 in terms of their street value.  By my count the offering to sell occurred on 

no less than 767 occasions in relation to those four different drugs.  Those are the 

facts.   

[4] In terms of the defendant’s criminal history, he does have three previous 

convictions, but they are unrelated to this type of offending.  That is, he has no 

previous convictions for drug offending.   

[5] I have read his pre-sentence report.  He is 27 years of age.  He is assessed at 

being at medium risk of re-offending.  According to the report writer he still disputes 

the amount of methamphetamine that has been the subject of his dealing, despite 

having pleaded guilty to the summary of facts. 

[6] When he entered his guilty plea initially, it was on the basis that there would 

need to be a disputed facts hearing.  The defendant alleged that many of his offers, 

said by police to be for methamphetamine, were in fact for cannabis.  The Crown 

called evidence supporting their contention that the summary of facts was accurate in 

terms of the offering to sell methamphetamine on the occasions and in the amounts 

alleged. 

[7] When it became clear to the defendant that the Crown case was unassailable 

in that respect, he wisely withdrew his objection to the original summary and 

therefore accepted it in full.  Despite this in the pre-sentence report which followed 

after his abandonment of that challenge, he is still maintaining that the amount of 

methamphetamine alleged to have been dealt by him was minor compared to his 

cannabis dealings. 

[8] Mr Brosnahan has sought to explain this on the basis that this defendant does 

not appear to appreciate the seriousness of dealing in methamphetamine as opposed 

to dealing in cannabis.  However, this defendant must be well experienced in all 



 

 

facets of drug dealing given the extent of his dealing in all these drugs and I simply 

do not accept that there is some confusion on his part.  He clearly, in this respect, is 

continuing to seek to minimise his actions in relation to his meth dealing.  The 

relevance of this is that it ought to be reflected in the extent of any discount for 

remorse. 

[9] On that topic I agree with Mr Brosnahan that he has written a letter to the 

Court that is insightful and it indicates that he is motivated to change his behaviour 

and that is supported by the fact that he has undertaken an alcohol and drug dealing 

course by way of counselling while on remand in relation to these charges.  That 

needs to be recognised. 

[10] I have read the very supportive letter from his parents and he is fortunate 

indeed to have such dedicated parents.  I am sure that will bode well for him in the 

future. 

[11] However, I need to hold him accountable for what he has done, denounce his 

conduct and deter others from dealing in drugs, especially Class A drugs, namely 

methamphetamine in this case which wreak havoc in the community and wreck the 

lives of ultimate consumers of this drug and the need for a deterrent message is of 

primary importance and the defendant’s personal circumstances are relegated in 

importance given the need for that deterrence and I approach the sentencing on that 

basis. 

[12] The leading authority is of course the R v Fatu [2013] NZHC 1919 and this 

falls within band 2 of the bands identified in that case and the starting point for the 

dealing in methamphetamine is five years’ imprisonment.  I then uplift that, bearing 

the totality principle in mind for all the other offending, and that uplift is 18 months 

which takes the level initially to six and a half years. 

[13] Then I apply a 30 percent discount for his guilty plea and the fact that he has 

no previous convictions for drug-related offending which takes the level to 

four years six months.   



 

 

[14] There is then the question of any extent of any discount for remorse.  As 

stated this has to be seen against the context of the defendant trying to minimise the 

extent of his methamphetamine dealing and in all the circumstances I consider that a 

three months discount for remorse is generous.  This takes into account his efforts 

with alcohol and drug counselling and his motivation to change his future behaviour.  

Accordingly the level of four years three months’ imprisonment is reached. 

[15] Accordingly Mr Tutty, in relation to the three charges of dealing in 

methamphetamine, you are convicted on each and sentenced to three years’ 

imprisonment, concurrent with each other, so three years in total. 

[16] In relation to each of the other offences you are convicted and sentenced to 

15 months’ imprisonment, concurrent with each other, but that 15 months is 

cumulative on the three years, taking the total to four years three months’ 

imprisonment. 

[17] I make an order for destruction of all drug-related paraphernalia.   

 

 
 
I D R Cameron 
District Court Judge 
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